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Aims of the AQEG investigation
• To review methods that have been used to evaluate the
effectiveness of interventions intended to reduce air
pollution and associated health effects.
• The intention is to explain the different approaches that
have been used and to highlight the requirements for
undertaking a robust evaluation.
• (The report does not provide information on the
effectiveness of different types of intervention that might
be implemented.)

What is an intervention to improve air quality?
• A wide range of scenarios from ‘deliberate’ measures aimed at
improving air quality to interventions that may be primarily aimed at
other outcomes but which can indirectly affect air pollution.
• Can span a wide range of:
• spatial scales (e.g. a single road) through to regional scale (e.g.
continental scale).
• temporal scales such as from the short-term closure of a road to
decadal (or longer) scales.
• Emission reduction due to national or international emissions or air
quality legislation, through to decisions made by local authorities that
can affect local air quality.
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How should interventions be evaluated?

Zigler et al 2016 – HEI. See also Fuller & Font, Science, 2019

How should interventions be evaluated?

Common challenges
• Reliance on existing data collection / measurements rather than
bespoke programme.
• Reliance on proxy data e.g. traffic measurements
• Confounder control:
• Other policies that could also affect air pollution
• Changes in background concentrations
• Weather!
• Measurement uncertainty:

• ~15% for reference short term measurements of NO2, SO2 etc.
• Longer term measurements will have smaller uncertainty but
limited to that of the calibration standards e.g. ~ 4-5% ISO 11222

Case study 1: The London Low Emission Zone
•

Restrictions on HGV and buses by Euroclass.

•

Detailed traffic data and type.

•

Extensive measurement from London’s existing network supplemented by
additional instruments (PM10, PM2.5, O3 for primary NO2 & BC for diesel
exhaust)

•

Seven roadside indicators sites augmented with traffic counters, ANPR &
additional instruments

•

13 long-term background sites to control for changes in regional air pollution.

•

Receptor analysis to separate primary and non-primary PM10 and PM2.5
following (Fuller et al 2002, Fuller & Green, 2006).

•

Analysis by wind speed and direction to focus reduce meteorological
confounding.

•

Barratt et al (2009), TfL (2008, 2010), Kelly et al (2012)

Case study 1: The London Low Emission Zone
Extensive pre-compliance - the LEZ did not begin overnight
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Case study 1: The London Low Emission Zone
LEZ did not affect everywhere equally – concentrations of PM2.5 (&BC)
decreased in outer London but not in the central /inner areas.
Green PM2.5 , Yellow BC - increments
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Case study 2: Assessing multiple policy interventions
in London
Rather than look for the impact of individual policies Font & Fuller (2016) sought the
locations where the policy packages were working best (or not).

Case study 3: Short-term changes – closure of
Heathrow during the Eyjafjallajökull eruption
Statistical model was created to predict NOx at receptor sites (counter factual)
Model was then compared with the actual measurements.
Carslaw et al (2012)
(Led to metrological normalisation methods – see next cases)

Time series of NOx concentrations at the Oaks Road site. The blue line shows the observed concentration of NOx, the red line is
the predicted business as usual concentration with 95% confidence intervals shown. The grey shaded area shows the flight-ban
duration.

Case study 4: Bus retrofits – Putney High Street
SCR was retrofitted to Euro 3 buses
Statistical methods were used to remove the concentration variation due to weather to produce
concentrations under an “average” weather conditions.
Compared with dates when SCR retrofit Euro III buses were introduced allowing linkage to be made.
(Barratt and Carslaw, 2014; Carslaw and Priestman, 2015)

Ambient concentrations of NO2 at the Putney High Street LAQN site. Blue line = 3-day mean of the raw NO2 data. Black
line = meteorologically normalised NO2 concentrations. The vertical lines = dates when the SCRT system was fixed to
individual buses.

Case study 5: Fuel sulphur changes
Substantial decrease in PNC at same time as UK diesel fuel S limit reduced to 10 ppm (Jones et al
2012).
Statistical methods were used to remove the concentration variation due to weather to produce
concentrations under an “average” weather conditions.

Trend in PNC at Marylebone Road. The grey line shows the raw daily mean data and the blue line the
trend with the meteorology removed. The vertical orange line shows the date when sulphur-free diesel
and petrol were introduced.

Case study 6: Dublin coal ban
Black smoke concentrations in Dublin increased after solid fuel heating was incentivised
following the 1970’s oil shocks.
Sale and distribution of “smokey” coal was banned in 1990.
Rare example of an intervention being examined across the whole accountability chain from
activity change, though concentration change and change in health. (Dockery et al HEI, 2013)

New review of case studies that link air pollution
interventions to health impacts

Overview of case study findings
Extensive measurements:

Increased data for improved statistical power of the analysis,
Cover a suitably long time period (such that meteorological factors can be accounted for)
Affected and control sites as counter factual
Not all interventions will result in changes that can be detected by measurement
Monitoring of activity:
Numerous studies eg London LEZ study and Blunsdon Bypass assessment, highlight the value of
monitoring changes in the targeted activity (e.g. road use).
For small interventions, activity data rather than concentrations can be the best assessment
metric.
Predicting outcomes:
It is useful to make predictions of the interventions (or the counter-factual) for the purposes of
contextualising results and hypothesis testing. Predictions are often a requirement of the planning
process (eg London City Airport and the Blunsdon Bypass cases) or AQMA action plans, such as
Newcastle.
Taking account of meteorology:
Because meteorology is a major controlling factor in air quality it is vital that the influence of this
be accounted for.

Thinking about assessment over the course of the
intervention
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